Appendix A
Transition Parameters for an
Illness-Death Model
The transition rates between states can be organized in a transition rate matrix R where
rows correspond to the “from” state, and the columns to the “to” state. States in the
illness-death model are healthy (h), ill (i), and dead (d). Disallowed transitions are given
a value of 0, and all rows must sum to 0. We model the MESCC disease process using
time-homogenous transition rates: that is transition rates do not change over time and
thus R is constant over time. Disallowed transitions are i to h, and d to either h or i. The
transition rate matrix is


− (λhi + λhd ) λhi λhd

0
−λid λid  .[3]
0
0
0
The transition rate matrix can be converted to a transition probability matrix P. This
matrix records the probability of making transitions in the time interval from t = 0 to the
time t. Using the transition rate matrix R, the transition probability matrix is computed
as
P (t) = eRt


phh (t) phi (t) phd (t)
pid (t) pid (t) 
= 0
0
0
0




λan e−λid t −1+e−(λhi +λhd −λid )t
−(λhi +λhd )t
1 − phh (t) − phi (t) 
−
λhi +λhd −λid
 e
=
 .[3]
0
e−λid t
1 − pii (t)
0
0
0
The fraction of patients in each state at time t is recorded in the state membership
vector m (t). The initial state membership fractions are m (0) = [θh , θi , θd ]. m (t) is
computed as the product of m (0) and the transition probability matrix P (t),
m (t) = P (0) · P (t) .
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The first element of m (t) is H (t), the fraction of healthy patients
H (t) = θh e−(λhi +λhd )t .
The second element of m (t) is I (t), the fraction of ill patients
−λid t

I (t) = θi e


θh λhi e−λid t −1 + e−(λhi +λhd −λid )t
−
.
λhi + λhd − λid

The third element of m (t) is D (t), the fraction of dead patients
−(λhi +λhd )t

D (t) = 1 − θh e

−λid t

− θi e


θh λhi e−λid t −1 + e−(λhi +λhd −λid )t
+
.
λhi + λhd − λid

Appendix B
Multistate Estimation of Transition
Rates
Methods
Likelihood
From Patchell et al.’s trial data, patients’ health state trajectories can be categorized into
seven different sequences (Table B.1). For some patients, the state was unknown at some
time intervals. The time spent in the h, i and unknown state are denoted th , ti , and tu
respectively. The transition rate and transition probability matrices are used to calculate
the likelihood contribution for each trajectory.[8, 7, 5]
Table B.1: Health state trajectories and corresponding likelihood contributions
Sequence of states

Likelihood contribution

h→i→d

λhi phh (th ) × λid pii (ti )

h→d

λhd phh (th )

i→d

λid pii (ti )

h → censored

phh (th )

i → censored

pii (ti )

h → unknown → d

phh (th ) × (λhd phh (tu ) + λid pii (tu ) + λid phi (tu ))

unknown → d

λhd phh (tu ) + λid pii (tu ) + λid phi (tu )
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Prior Distributions
Non-informative prior distributions were used for multistate model estimation
log λ ∼ Normal (mean = 0, variance = 10) ,
β ∼ Normal (mean = 0, variance = 10) .[9]
An upper truncation limit of 10 was applied to all prior distributions.[9]

Implementation
The model was estimated using the Bayesian modelling language Stan[12] run through
the statistical programming language R.[10] Four Markov chains were implemented with
different random initial values for each chain.
Initially all chains were run for 5000 iterations without thinning; 2500 burn-in iterations
were discarded. Post-burn-in traceplots for each parameter were examined to ensure that
all four chains reached a similar mean and sampled similar regions of the distribution.[6]
Iterations were increased until (1) the potential scale reduction factor, R̂, was < 1.1;
and (2) histograms of the posterior distribution were smooth and without gaps.[2, 1, 4]
To mitigate autocorrelation, thinning was increased so that effective sample size, Nef f ,was
similar for all parameters, and the effective sample size as ≥ 20% of the number of sampling
iterations.[6] Post-burn in iterations were increased until Monte Carlo (MC) error for each
parameter was < 5% of the sample standard deviation.[11] The final simulation conditions
were termed the short conditions.
To ensure that global convergence was achieved (rather than local convergence), models
was re-run with iterations doubled.[4] Simulation conditions were adjusted to ensure convergence and mitigate autocorrelation. These simulation conditions were termed the long
conditions. Percent relative deviation for the estimates from the long conditions to the
short conditions was computed. Global convergence was indicated if the percent relative
deviation was less than ±2% for each parameter.[4]
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STAN Code
functions{
real MarkovKnownlpdf(real t, real [] lam, real censind, int state, int trans){
//log-likelihood function when state known
real lamstay [3]; real LL;
lamstay[1]=-(lam[1]+lam[2]);
lamstay[2]=-lam[3];
LL = (lamstay[state])*t + log(lam[trans])*censind;
return LL;
}
real MarkovUnknownlpdf(real t, real [] lam){
//log-likelihood function when state unknown
real LL; real LikeA; real LikeB; real LikeC;
LikeA=exp((-lam[1] - lam[2])*t)*lam[2];
LikeB=(lam[1]/(lam[1]+lam[2]-lam[3]))*(exp(-lam[3]*t)-exp((-lam[1] - lam[2])*t))*lam[3];
LikeC=exp(-lam[3]*t)*lam[3];
LL = log(LikeA + LikeB +LikeC);
return LL;
}
}
data {
int <lower=0> Nknown; int <lower=0> Nunknown; vector [Nknown] tknown; vector [Nunknown] tunknown;
int <lower=0> stateknown [Nknown]; int <lower=0> transknown [Nknown]; vector [Nknown] censindknown;
vector [Nknown] grpknown; vector [Nunknown] grpunknown;
}
parameters {
real llam [3]; real bet [3];
}
transformed parameters {
real lam [3]; real slam [3];
for (k in 1:3){
//transition rates for RT-alone group
lam[k]=exp(llam[k]);
//transition rates for mS+RT group
slam[k]=lam[k]*exp(bet[k]);
}
}
model {
real tempknown [3]; real tempunknown [3];
//likelihood for transitions where from and to state known
for (i in 1:Nknown){
tempknown[1]=lam[1]*exp(bet[1]*grpknown[i]);
tempknown[2]=lam[2]*exp(bet[2]*grpknown[i]);
tempknown[3]=lam[3]*exp(bet[3]*grpknown[i]);
target += MarkovKnownlpdf(tknown[i], tempknown, censindknown[i], stateknown[i], transknown[i]);
}
//likelihood for transitions where either from or to state unknown
for (j in 1:Nunknown){
tempunknown[1]=lam[1]*exp(bet[1]*grpunknown[j]);
tempunknown[2]=lam[2]*exp(bet[2]*grpunknown[j]);
tempunknown[3]=lam[3]*exp(bet[3]*grpunknown[j]);
target += MarkovUnknownlpdf(tunknown[j], tempunknown);
}
//Prior Distributions
llam ~ normal(0, 10)T[,10];
bet ~ normal(0, 10)T[,10];
}
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Results
To meet pre-specified benchmarks for autocorrelation, thinning was increased to 10 to
ensure that effective sample size as ≥ 20% of the number of sampling iterations (Table B.2).
Traceplots for λ, and β showed a stable mean and variance under both short (Figure B.1)and long (Figure B.2) conditions. R̂ was < 1.1 for all parameters under all conditions; and percent relative deviation was < ±2% for all parameters (Table B.2). We
conclude that global convergence was reached.
Histograms of the posterior distribution under both short (Figure B.3) and long (Figure B.4) simulation conditions show smooth histograms without empty bins. Under both
short and long simulation conditions, Monte Carlo error was < 5% of the sample standard deviation for each parameter (Table B.2). We conclude that both the short and long
simulation conditions were sufficient to characterize the shape of the posterior distribution.
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Figure B.1: Post-burn-in traceplots for transition rates and hazard ratios under short
simulation conditions.
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Figure B.2: Post-burn-in traceplots for transition rates and hazard ratios under long
simulation conditions.
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Figure B.3: Histograms of posterior distributions for transition rates and hazard ratios
under short simulation conditions.
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Figure B.4: Histograms of posterior distributions for transition rates and hazard ratios
under short simulation conditions.
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Table B.2: Comparison of Transition Rates and Hazard Ratios Estimated with Multistate
Techniques under Short and Long Simulation Conditions
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